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NOTE: As states are beginning to lessen restrictions and casinos are planning re-openings,
we welcome all news and developments for these and anything COVID-19 related. Send your
news releases to Editor@FantiniResearch.com. In addition, you may reach Editor Blake
Weishaar at BWeishaar@FantiniResearch.com or by phone at +1 302 730 3793.
CASINOS REOPENING
We are about to learn how much pent-up demand there is for casinos and how well
health protocols will work.
Casinos in Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arizona and North Dakota will reopen Friday. West
Virginia, Arkansas, North Carolina and nine southern California Indian casinos will open their
doors on Monday.
Other openings include Stronach Group’s Santa Anita Park and Golden Gate Fields
in California for Friday openings. In Ohio, only racetracks will be allowed to reopen on May
22, as casinos and racinos are not included. None of these tracks will be allowed spectators.
Several casinos have already reopened in Idaho, South Dakota and Washington, as
well as slot machines in Montana, all reportedly to large and enthusiastic crowds of
customers.
Internationally, OPAP’s betting shops in Greece and South Korea casinos have also
opened.

COMPANIES: SMITH ROSEN
• SMITH ROSEN GAMING PARTITIONS. A Nevada-based start-up comprised of
out-of-work engineers and entertainers have developed and are distributing self-cleaning
slot machine partitions.
They self-clean through the application of concentrated ultraviolet light.
US: MA, NV
• MASSACHUSETTS gaming regulators extended casino closures until June 1.
The Massachusetts Gaming Commission is working with casinos to develop
reopening guidelines: https://massgaming.com/wp-content/uploads/CommissionersPacket-5.14.20.pdf.
• NEVADA. Rampart Casino in Summerlin is laying off an unspecified number of
employees, the Las Vegas Review-Journal reported.
DOING GOOD: JUMBO, PERCEPTION
• JUMBO TECHNOLOGY and Philippine gaming product distributor
PRECEPTION GAMING are donating $40,000 to the Philippine Orthopedic Center and
the PGH Medical Foundation for efforts against COVID-19.
Jumbo also donated 6,000 mask gaskets, mask covers, and other supplies to the
center and foundation.
FANTINI’S VIRTUAL TRADE SHOW
As COVID-19 has caused the cancellation of many trade shows, now is the time to
turn to a virtual show to display and advertise all your product lines and news events too.
To exhibit your company, contact Dee Wild-Shyver at DWild@FantiniResearch.com.
See products, demos, and news from exhibitors at www.FantinisGamingShow.com.
CONVENTIONS, TRADE SHOWS, CONFERENCES, EXPOS
Shows and conferences have been canceled or postponed due to the coronavirus
outbreak. As new dates become available or for those that transition to webinars, they will be
listed in our online calendar at https://www.fantiniresearch.com/conventions.html.
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